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Abstract:
Research problem: Denim clothes are commonly used among different ages, especially youth, as it gives comfort and fit different aspects of daily life such as work, trips and many other occasions. As women like to wear new styles of clothes, the workers in the garment industry develop these clothes to suit the needs and the desires of consumers. Due to the economic conditions, clothes recycling has become an accepted thing to do. Old clothes can be recycled to suit modern fashion. Worn denim jeans is one of the most preferred types of clothing to be recycled as it inspires many innovative ideas. So we can reuse the good parts in the worn denim jeans. This is in line with the current research, which focuses on recycling the old jeans in producing some innovative women clothing by design on the mannequin. The research question: What is the possibility of creating modern designs from the recycling of old jeans by design on the mannequin, and producing these designs in a manner that achieves the aesthetic, artistic and functional values of the executed designs? Research goals: Creating a variety of designs by jeans recycling which achieve artistic and innovative values using design on the mannequin technique. Producing designs that meet the needs of the consumer in terms of aesthetic, functional and economic. Encouraging small enterprises to work in recycling jeans in and produce modern designs that are easy to implement. Rationalize spending on clothing by recycling old jeans. Research Methodology: This research follows the experimental methodology. Findings: The fourth design was superior in the executed designs, where it obtained the highest percentage from the point of view of the judges (96.25%), followed by the third design (95.83%) and followed by both the second and the fifth designs (94.16%), while the first design obtained the lowest percentage from the point of view of the judges (92.08 %). For the consumers results, the third and the fourth designs got the highest percentage (95.24 %) followed by the fifth design (89.29 %) followed by the second design (84.52 %) and then the first design (76.19 %), all of the ratios indicate the success of the executed designs in achieving the indicators of the questionnaire.
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